EXHIBITOR PACKAGE PLAN

Exhibitors are offered a comprehensive Exhibitor Package Plan including drayage, daily stand cleaning and additional value-added services. This package plan will reduce the cost to exhibit and add value to your investment.

THE PACKAGE PLAN INCLUDES:

• Unloading and reloading of all crated shipments from all trucks.
• Delivery of machinery and crates to exhibit space(s) from the marshalling area(s) and pick-up of the same machinery and crates at the close of the Exhibition.
• Removal of all cleating and blocking on inbound shipments, including materials where required.
• Handling of inbound and outbound shipments of exhibit materials to the LVCC, Festival Grounds or any other exhibit areas used for the Exhibition.
• Operators for self-propelled equipment and providing planking where required.
• Spotting of exhibitor’s machinery or products for the initial installation only, as the equipment is delivered to the exhibitor’s space (provided an exhibitor’s representative is present during the initial placement).
• Exhibit crate removal, storage and return of the crates at the close of the Exhibition.
• Trash removal during dismantling period, including the use of dumpsters and labor.
• General cleaning of all exhibits, including vacuuming/sweeping the carpet/floor, and emptying wastebaskets before the opening of each Exhibition day.
• Standard/inline exhibits will be furnished with 8-foot high drape background and 3-foot high drape partitions.
• eventBit Upgrades- Includes behavioral data on attendee activity such as dwell time in/around exhibit spaces for all exhibitor with lead retrieval.
• Exhibitor Marketing Kit- Includes direct postcards with postage to 2,000 customers, customizable email campaigns, logos, web banners, letters, and social media graphics, and new product/technologies web page.

THE PACKAGE PLAN DOES NOT INCLUDE:

• Labor for the erection of exhibit displays and/or machinery.
• Labor for uncrating and unpacking of exhibit crates and/or machinery.
• Spotting of machinery and equipment in exhibitors’ space(s), other than initial installation.
• Cleating, blocking, strapping for outbound rail shipments.
• Special cleaning and or porter service, dusting, polishing and general appearance of exhibitors’ equipment and displays.
• Furniture, floor coverings and installation of floor coverings.
• Drapery and rental exhibit displays.
• Loading, unloading or spotting during period of show days (March 10-14).